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September 2022 -

October 2021 - August 2022

Christopher Pearson G mail c64pearson

Linkedin
US citizen most recent resume in PDF / HTML

Schedule a meet on Calendly

SUMMARY

Son to a programmer and a stock broker, I've been programming since 1983 in many languages, assisting teaching
C/Assembly in 1991, using Linux almost exclusively since 1996 (do not ask me to use Win or Mac). I founded
what became a top 1000, raising $2,400,000 in venture capital, reaching a market capitalization of ~$40M after
the IPO. In 2010 I discovered a vulnerability in bitcoin that resulted in an immediate bug-fix release.

Security consulting or distributed technology (blockchain / defi / P2P) organizations would likely be good culture
fits for me as I've always been passionate about enabling individuals to communicate directly (p2p), I believe it is
the future, having designed, written, and applied for a patent for a p2p app/protocol in 2000, and it fits my life long
interest in network protocols. 20 years ago I'd have laughed if anyone said we'd still be going to centralized
websites by now. I want to help us all move past that. "Information wants to be free." we would say.

I prefer working in startups where my variety of experience can be most utilized.

I've spent about 40 hours in Rust, with a demonstration at multi-source high speed flow controlled UDP file
transfer app after my first 8 hours, and full featured at 16 hours . Working on an L1 in Rust, or C, seems like the
best skill and culture fit for me.

I'm proud of finding and closing many serious security issues at roles below that unfortunately I should not itemize
publicly.

I'm more focused on network and disk i/o than in-memory algorithms or computations.

Blurb about when you should use UDP (like p2p apps)

I type in Dvorak

In all but very early orgs, I delete more code than I write.

Best BASH and AWK programmer I know, using both daily since 1996 and Vim daily since 2003. In order of
proficiency, BASH, AWK, C, SQL, sed, Go, Rust, Ruby, Python, JQ (JSON), Solidity, Javascript, PHP, Perl,
TCL, Assembly, and others.

EMPLOYMENT

Blockchain Engineering / Chainops

Forking Avalanche, combining many repositories and rebranding, in Golang and Github workflows
Modifying the fork to run independently of main Avalanche network
Deploying Blockscout to run on modified Avalanche on Hetzner (aka your-server.de) with Ubuntu (debian)
package management (apt)
tuning subnet EVMs for high TPS

Infrastructure Engineer - Sneller, Inc.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pearsonc64/
http://azai.net/resume/resume.pdf
http://azai.net/resume/
https://calendly.com/c64pearson/
https://github.com/kermit4/first_8_hours_of_rust
https://github.com/kermit4/first_8_hours_of_rust
https://github.com/kermit4/text/blob/master/tcp_udp.md
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dvorak_keyboard_layout
https://medium.com/@webseanhickey/the-evolution-of-a-software-engineer-db854689243
https://www.sneller.io/
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March 2021 - October 2021

August 2019 to December 2020

November 2018 to August 2019

July 2018 to October 2018

BASH, awk, jq, sed, Golang
Github workflows
vector.dev
chicken scheme
Centos
Ubuntu
SQL

Solidity (blockchain) Developer - DXDao

Solidity testing/development with truffle, hardhat, echinda
Some Rust debugging

Github
Github
Github
Github
Github
Github

Some Rust debugging

Security Engineer - Doctor on Demand

Recommending standard security concepts such as password hashing and defense in depth to developers
Auditing Python Django source code and implementing remediations for security vulnerabilites and
cryptography standard practices
Assisted with workflow improvements to infrastructure as code and change control to reduce risk and
improve auditability
Postgres slow query analysis
JSON log analysis using JQ
Architected end-to-end encryption of confidential data using a chain of symmetric and asymmetric keys
Wrote two cases of password hashing in python/django.
optimized some SQL queries

Security Engineer Paubox

Increased reliability 10x in 6 months by removing points of failure, adding redundancy and exception
handling/logging, to C, Ruby, PHP, Perl, and BASH
Reduced server costs by 50%
Discovered and mitigated SQL injection vulnerability that could result in privilege escalation
Maintaining 50 mostly unique systems operating web services, webmail, postfix SMTP, IMAP, and POP3
Auditing Ruby and PHP source code for security best practices
Deployed syslog/rsyslog central logging
Wrote a tool to import various server configurations into a deduplicated central repository, and deploy
updates, with conflict detection against manual server side changes
Fixed bugs in PERL, Python, Javascript, C, and Ruby
Wrote a configuration consolidation tool in Python
Postfix administration and log analysis
Wrote predictive disk space monitoring in BASH/AWK
Wrote logging to custom mysql tables in real time in rsyslog
Wrote snapshot/volume tagging in python

Security Engineer / Blockchain - New Alchemy

https://dxdao.eth.link/#/
https://github.com/AugustoL/dxdao-contracts/blob/049d806082a8f95aa9a462b1bf8d490480a5b50e/test/OMNGuild.js
https://github.com/AugustoL/dxdao-contracts/compare/8bbe412035d1e90a6b62f3c79bc934fa396e11c3...3f04d9dd1470d3fa3a78c32026e9d9a806ae7c3a
https://github.com/AugustoL/dxdao-contracts/pull/1/files
https://github.com/DXgovernance/dxdao-contracts/pull/20/files
https://github.com/DXgovernance/dxdao-contracts/pull/7/files
https://github.com/KadenZipfel/erc20-staking-rewards-distribution-contracts/pull/6/files
https://www.doctorondemand.com/
https://paubox.com/
https://newalchemy.io/
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April 2018 to May 2018

June 2017 to April 2018

August 2013 to December 2016

May 2011 to August 2013

Produced security audit reports for client's Ethereum Solidity (ERC20 mostly) blockchain smart contract /
cryptocurrency source code, of network security concerns for each client, using truffle, solhint, git, jq, solc,
mith/mythril. Ex: here and here
Automated detection of non use of OpenZeppelin's SafeMath, dividing without using remainder, non view
functions without an emit call, and dividing before multiply; by adding lint rules to solhint in JavaScript
Automated and templated initial report generation by writing custom ESLint output formatter for solhint to
match company style

Security Engineer (contract) - IBM KeyProtect

Wrote in Go (Golang) for IBM's KeyProtect service

Supercomputer Engineer / Security Team - Cray, Inc

Automated build and test of security patch update process using BASH shell scripting on Linux, for
National Laboratories and similar supercomputing systems
Streamlined and improved reliability, maintainability, and security, of Python based SUSE security patch
deployment process, by removing dependencies, 100s of lines (75%) of code, and adding fail-fast logic in
place of fail-silently logic using offensive programming methods (assertions and strict data types) to focus on
business objectives
Researched impact of zero-day vulnerabilities to recommend patch schedules and/or mitigations
Reported internal network and product security vulnerabilities and remediations to appropriate departments

Security Engineer / Red Team - Code42, Inc

Discovered over 12 critical network security and application security (AppSec) vulnerabilities in Java/J2EE
code, network/LAN/VLAN and firewall configurations, and cryptography implementations (encryption,
TLS, public-key cryptography), using source code auditing (static analysis) and dynamic analysis
Directed mitigation of vulnerabilities through resolution with IT, Development, and Operations teams
Performed threat modeling of entire attack surface through the layers of access controls to critical data
targets in acyclic directed graph format (using Graphviz)
Audited PostgreSQL database schema for proper credential storage and access controls
Overhauled and streamlined company firewall rules using iptables on Linux
Assisted Marketing with security related customer facing commitments for consistency with existing
architecture, accuracy, and appeal to security minded audiences
Researched impact of zero-day network security vulnerabilities for patch scheduling and mitigation
Assisted in implementation and application of PCI and OWASP controls
Oversaw and verified deployment of critical security updates / patches of third party code
Automated business continuity management (BCM) and disaster recovery (DR) using Semantic MediaWiki
(SMW / semanticwiki), enabling each role to document expected maximum downtime, with DR plan, last
DR test date, and calculated cumulative net agreed upon downtimes, displayed on each service's company-
wide viewable page. Implemented generated summary page of tabulated verification dates and maximum
downtimes for easy management review
Automated Nessus to JIRA issue ticket creation to decrease vulnerability response time
Tools used: Nessus, BurpSuite, nmap, tcpdump, curl, netstat

Storage Engineer / Site Reliability Engineer Code42, Inc

Migrated DNS configurations into change control process using git
Reduced per-server downtime and data loss by 99% by bringing Linux systems up to standard practices
Improved office internet connectivity using Linux's traffic control (tc) to support 100s of employees over a
single 10/100Mbps connection (while waiting for fiber to be run)

https://medium.com/new-alchemy/wibson-smart-contract-audit-ae7327774a05
https://medium.com/new-alchemy/gpa-smart-contract-audit-b5adf2077cfd
https://console.bluemix.net/catalog/services/key-protect
https://www.cray.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Offensive_programming
https://www.code42.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_MediaWiki
https://www.code42.com/
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January 2011 to May 2011

August 2003 to January 2011

November 2001 to August 2003

April 1998 to November 2001

Presented with a PIN by the CEO at 500 person all company meeting for identifying $6,000,000 of unused
data center hardware
Diagnosed service bottlenecks in Java/J2EE code using netstat, strace, tcpdump, curl, traceroute, iostat, etc
Led a team of 5 in system administration of $30,000,000 of datacenter servers
Automated resolution of 90% of on-call pages for server issues, with automated JIRA ticket filing with
debugging information to reach pro-active resolution
Recovered XFS file systems corrupted by defects in hardware RAID cards, using custom C code
Scaled performance and reliability of primary PostgreSQL (Postgres) SQL relational database by
optimizing SQL queries, and simply adding more RAM (after others had attempted many more complex,
costly, and downtime causing solutions)

Full Stack Architect - ProfitSee

Implemented OAuth client to pull XML data from web service into SQL database (ETL) using LAMP (
Linux, Apache, MySql/MariaDB, Python )

Software Architect - self

September 29 2010 - Security research - Discovered Bitcoin zero-day vulnerability CVE-2010-5140
2007 - Software Development - DNA/genome analysis for microarray probe design and genome
classification using C and BASH shell scripting and Mapreduce (high speed nmer counting) on Unix
Wrote AWK/GAWK to convert Interactive Brokers XML trade histories to IRS Schedule D capital
gain/loss format via tax lot accounting
Backtesting of automated securities trading strategies in C++, for automated trading system (ATS)
Competitive automated computer chess in C and C++
General investment management of proceeds from Oth.Net (listed below) (real estate, stocks, bonds,
options, futures, tax planning)

Co-founder / Senior Full Stack Architect - P2Pusa.com

Designed website, payment processing, and peer-to-peer (P2P) distributed file sharing and video streaming
application in Java, overseeing 1 developer

Founder, Vice President, Director, Lead Architect - Oth.Net (aka the Kermit mp3 search)

Founded top 1000 web search engine earning $500,000 of ad revenue in first 2 years, reaching over
1,000,000 daily page hits from over 100,000 daily users using C (for indexed substring search, FTP client,
and web crawler), AWK, RegEx, and BASH shell scripting, on a single Linux server
Raised $2,768,000 in venture capital
Took public (IPO) to a peak market capitalization of $40,000,000
Mentioned in The Wall Street Journal page B1, center article, June 15, 1999 and several books
Solely invented, developed, and applied for patent for UDP based peer to peer (P2P) distributed file
sharing and video streaming protocol in C++
Designed and implemented Digital Rights Management (DRM) controls using DNS lookups for scalability
Developed click-through optimizing ad rotator and billing system in C

EARLY YEARS

1996 Switched from DOS to Linux
1990 Founded high school's C and Assembly (ASM / Assembler ) language programming course
1990 Out-typed the Apple IIe word processing software in typing class
1990 aced math tests without studying

https://www.myprofitsee.com/
https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Category:History#2010
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2010-5140
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2777009/
https://www.interactivebrokers.com/en/home.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_chess
http://azai.net/resume/sample_code/cpp/chess7.cpp.html
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/930817/000094583600000078/0000945836-00-000078.txt
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/930817/000094583601500035/0000945836-01-500035.txt
http://azai.net/resume/supporting_documents/wall_street_journal_article
http://www.google.com/search?q=oth.net+mp3&tbs=bks:1
http://appft1.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PG01&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.html&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=%2220030028610%22.PGNR.&OS=DN/20030028610&RS=DN/20030028610
http://azai.net/resume/sample_code/c/banner.c.html
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1988 Automated solving word-finds for Spanish class
1987 Automated my play in various multiplayer online games using in TELIX SALT (C-like language)
1985 Wrote a bootable terminal program in Assembly (ASM / Assembler) that fit on a boot sector
1983 Wrote in BASIC on a Commodore 64

ORGANIZATIONS

Organized The Twin Cities C/C++/Assembly/OSDev/embedded meetup
Founded Linux Desktop User Group
Implemented and deployed a reputation based distributed governance system for IRC chat rooms, written in
AWK/GAWK, used on Freenode's ##Economics IRC forum 2006-2011 growing it to over 100 simultaneous
users, ##Psychology forum 2006-2011, and #Bitcoin forum (2011) with over 900 simultaneous users

This resume is built with GNU make and vim.

https://www.meetup.com/TwinCities-C-Meetup/
https://www.meetup.com/Linux-Desktop-User-Group/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Make_(software)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vim_(text_editor)

